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Case Study
Customer service and employee 

confidence boosted with new 

BBPTT Cloud Solution.
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Fire and Security organisation boost customer service and 
employee confidence with new BBPTT Cloud Solution.

Situated across busy cities and towns, operating a 24/7/365 service throughout the UK a Security client required a 

communications service that would support their field-based team and provide a seamless link to their central monitoring station. 

Solution

BBPTT provided a unified solution.

Supports instant communication with National 

coverage.

Combines the operational advantages of BBPTT 

on a single smart device.

Challenge

Upgrade communication devices and network 

for field-based team.

Provide better insight to improve response times.

Ensure lone workers are safe when on location 

through reliable communications.

Benefits

Reduced response times, improving customer 

service.

Created unity between field and office-based teams.

Supports a future proof system with simplified 

growth capabilities.
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In a highly competitive industry such as 

security and man-guarding, having a 

consistent always on, reliable service is 

essential. The client required live support 

to help deliver their quick and flexible 

services to their clients whilst safeguarding 

employees, however, their existing 

communication devices did not provide a 

service that could support them in their key 

deliverables. Using ISDN and mobile phones 

users were plagued with unreliable signal 

strengths, intermittent in their service and 

reliability. 

Their lone working teams could not risk 

being out of range, and it was crucial that 

they are in constant dialogue with the 

central operations centre, regardless of their 

location.

The Solution. 

The client worked with Radiocoms to 

develop a communications platform that 

was capable of matching the specific 

requirements of different employees, and 

their workplace situations whilst supporting 

their overall key goal in meeting a high 

standard of customer service. 

Centralised control.

Delivering a mobile and desktop 

communications all in one system, BBPTT.

Cloud provided instant communication 

with National coverage. The BBPTT.Cloud 

command and control centre system is the 

backbone of the solution and has provided 

the client with a powerful software solution 

that has centralised their operations, 

bringing their team closer together. Every 

employee is now visible at all times with 

GPS location services, and additional 

functions such as lone worker protection/

man down, guard tour, and remote control 

of mics and cameras support employees 

during an emergency.  

The Challenge.
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Bringing everyone into the decision, their 

field team gave Radiocoms valuable insights 

into their job roles and the functions they 

needed be factored into the decision. 

After running live tests in the field with 

three different manufacturers devices, the 

organisation selected the ergonomic and 

rugged Android based RugGear RG725. 

Built for demanding environments this IP68 

device can withstand everyday hazards 

whilst delivering a host of user features such 

as an emergency SOS button, operational 

status notifications, text messaging and 

group / individual / priority calls, all of which 

boosted their employees’ confidence. 

Another significant advantage of BBPTT 

technology is the ability for a single person 

to reach an active talk group at the push of 

a button; users do not need to make several 

telephone calls to coordinate. Push to talk 

calls provide half-duplex communications 

— while one person transmits, the other(s) 

receive. 

This combines the operational advantages of 

BBPTT on a single smart device.

The result, their Operations Manager, 

explains, “Not being bound by radius we 

needed a solution based over cellular 

networks to allow us to manage GPS 

locations and patrols.” He continued, “With 

features such as GPS, time stamps, voice 

recording and call history overall this 

solution has given us a better management 

system and clearer, detailed reports for our 

clients. We are confident that we now have 

an infrastructure in place that can support 

our business as it continues to grow.”

Devices built for 
demanding environments.
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With predictable costs and a reliable service, 

the efficiency savings have stretched far 

beyond the teams on the frontline, as 

a business their back-office team have 

also benefited and are now operating 

on a centralised dispatch system, thus 

streamlining their approach.

“We have seen a noticeable time saving 

during a working day, and created 

expenditure savings by digitising our 

workflows,” he adds “Features such as 

guard tour have been extremely useful as 

we can use the tool to remind our guards 

to go on a patrol and instantly see if a 

location has been overlooked whilst out on 

a patrol. When faced with an emergency this 

technology has sped up our response times 

and ultimately safeguards our employees on 

every level.”

Simon Bingham, Account Manager 

concluded, “Providing safety and boosting 

collaboration from the office to the field 

were key deliverables for this new BBPTT 

deployment. This solution has delivered 

better actions across the company through 

improved communications.” He continued, 

“With the added benefit of the commander 

module the team now have complete control 

of their solution supporting any system 

changes such as additional users, profiles 

or bulk functionality amendments. Whilst 

the command-and-control centre system 

now support the management of reports 

and history records for essential service 

feedback.”

The Benefits.
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